Pakefield Monthly Monitoring Report
Date and Time of Survey: February 28, 2022; 12.55
Time of Low Tide: 13.45
Height of Low Tide: -0.5 m ODN
Inspector: Keith Roper
Reason for Inspection: Scheduled
Monthly inspection of Pakefield's coastal frontage. Survey extent is from ~Grand Avenue in the north,
to Pontins in the south. The purpose is to check signage, flag any hazards relating to public health and
safety, identify imminent risk to property, and to monitor geomorphological changes. This report is
used to inform coastal management decision-making and will be shared with the community. For best
access, inspections should be done within +/- 3hours low tide and with due regard to the weather and
sea state.
Current and antecedent metocean conditions:
There were several increased high tide levels in late January/early February following the previous
inspection, most notably 30th January and 7th February, which led to further erosion of cliffs and
northern dune faces. Periods of large swell waves from the north, with significant “run-up”, were a
factor in the effects seen. Following this there was a period of significant upper beach accretion north
of the temporary defences which reduced the exposed height of the eroded dune face.
Storm Dudley crossed the UK on 16th February bringing strong, but mainly off-shore, winds. Spring
tides were only slightly increased at the time however, high tide levels were elevated the following
day. On 18th February storm Eunice brought more very strong winds, with red level Met Office
warnings for southeast England. Spring high tide levels were not increased. A third named storm,
Franklin, introduced further unsettled conditions during 21st February and high tides were increased,
with strong north-westerly winds. Large swell waves from the north were again notable. The unsettled
conditions of February have been in contrast to those characterising most of early 2022.
During this month’s inspection there was a fresh breeze from south southeasterly direction and no
significant wave action.
Beach cliff - Tracking the development of the beach cliff and dune scarping over the northern section
of Pakefield beach.

Northern extent of beach cliff:
Seaward of Grand Avenue. Slight
northward progression of dune face
erosion, particularly seaward of
Cliftonville Road.
Maximum height of beach cliff face:
1.5 m
Comments on beach cliff:
The high tides and significant wave
action following the previous
inspection caused further dune face erosion, particularly from Arbor Lane north. Since this time beach
material has been deposited extensively on the upper foreshore and against the exposed dune face,
reducing its apparent height in most areas. There has also been noticeable trampling and collapsing of
the current dune face by walkers.
Paces from ESC warning sign to beach cliff edge: N/A (fallen)
Photos of beach cliff:

Signage
Condition of signage: Most remaining signs are legible.
Comments on signage:
Paling fences have been further undermined by dune face erosion and signage lost, except that
regarding stakes theft. Theft sign at north end of bag defences has also been lost. The original double
post hazards warning sign has fallen and the sign on the southern main walling section is becoming
illegible.
Images of signage:

Intertidal shoreline change
Impression of intertidal beach volume: Similar to previous.
Comments on change in beach geomorphology:
The accretion along the upper foreshore and similar levels maintained to intertidal beaches are giving
overall a noticeable gradient down to the low water mark. The shingle ridge recorded previously
around the high water mark is now less pronounced. Material is being retained behind the concrete
walling above the general beach profile level and is particularly noticeable to the south.
Photos of intertidal beach:

Supratidal/back beach change:
Impression of supratidal beach volume: Accretion maintained.

Photos of supratidal beach:

Risk to property:
Comments on threat to cliff-top assets: The erosion behind the concrete walling has continued to
encroach north and The Rosary property is now undergoing demolition. Caravans to its north side have
been relocated due to near vertical cliff face. Risk to chalet type properties remains – the cliff face
below these is partially obscured by overhanging vegetation but slipping can be seen.
Photos of 'The Cliffs' properties:

Photos of cliff section beneath 'The Rosary':

Photos of cliff section beneath Pakefield Caravan Park (PCP):

Pakefield Cliffs:
Comments on changes to Pakefield Cliffs:
Following the recent erosion, cliffs north of former rifle range now have a generally more stable angle
of repose due to extensive slips and falls, with only a few vertical lower faces. Vertical faces are tending
to persist at the upper cliff face. Immediately south from the rifle range, cliff faces have more extensive
vertical areas and are undercut at low levels in some places. This is probably, in part, due to the
continuing realignment of the previous cliff promontories in these areas.
Impression of beach volume in front of cliffs: Moderate increase.
Change to northern cliffs: See notes above and photos.
Photos of cliffs north of rifle range wall:

Change to southern cliffs: See notes above and photos. Cliffs from Pontins south continue to be
afforded more protection by widening beaches.
Photos of cliffs south of rifle range wall:

South Pakefield - Pontins frontage and Benacre Ness
Comments on the southern frontage from Pontins to Benacre Ness:
Widened beaches persisting and containing the surface water outflow from the south side of the
Pontins beach access. More of Pontins cliffs are benefitting from beach protection. On inspection, fresh
southerly winds adding sand above high water mark and at cliff bases where vegetation continues to
establish.
Photo of Benacre Ness and Pontins frontage:

Hazards and/or Debris:
Comments on hazards and/or debris:
Cliff faces from The Rosary north appear most unstable although some erosion probably remains
obscured by overhanging vegetation. Materials remain liable to falling from PCP. The southern cliffs’
overhanging masonry has fallen to the beach. Overall, relatively healthy beach levels probably obscure
more debris than is currently visible or has been noted previously. Temporary bag defences continue
to deteriorate.

Images of hazards and/or debris

